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ABSTRACT
Crustal Evolution EdUcation Project (CEEP) modules
were designed to: (1) provide students with the methods and reults
of continuing investigatiops into the composition, EigGI17, an
processes of the earth's crust and the application of this knowledge
to man's activities and (2) to be used by teachers with little or no
previous background in the modern theories of sea -floor spreading,
continental drift, and plate tectonics. Each module consists of two
booklets: a teachers guide. and student investigation. The teacher's
guide contains all of the information present in the student
investigation booklet as well as: (1) a general introduction; (2)
prerequisite student background; (3) objectives; (4) list of required
materials; (5) background information; (6) suggested approach; (7)
procedure, including number of 45-minute class periods required; (8)
summary questions (with answers); (9) extension activities; and (10)
list of references. Students prepare a strip map in this 2-3 period
activity during which they mark the edges of plate boundaries using
at earthquake zones
earthquake data, identify the kind of pattern
show on the earth's surface, and explain why arthquakes occur more
frequently in some places than others. (Authb /JN),'
4
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NAGT Crustal Evolution Education Project
Edward C. Stoever, Jr., Project Director
Welcome to the exciting world of current research
into the composition history and processes of the
earth, s crust and tne application of tnis knowledge
to 'ran s activities The earth sciences are
currently experiencing a dramatic revolution in
our understanding of tne way in which the eartn
Norks CEEP modLfles are designed to bring into
the classroom tne methods and results of these
continuing in,estigations The Crustal Evolution
Ed :cation Project began work in 1974 under
the auspices of the National Association of
Geoiogy Teachers CEEP materials nave been
o/ teams of science educators
o issroor- teachers and scientists Prior to
,h ,at
the materials were field tested by
-re h:, 200 teachers and over 12 000 students
,rrcs--*
.staff e-ri.loton research is a breaking
t-2, s,,den's are rang thrcqigh today

Teachers and students alike have a unique
opportunity through CEEP modules to share in the
unfolding of these educationally important and
exciting advances CEEP modules are designed
to provide students with appealing firsthand'
Investigative experiences with concepts which are
at or close to the frontiers of scientOic inquiry into
elate tectonics Furthermore the CEEP modules
are designed to he used by teachers with little or
r'd
oackgr®und in the modern theories
of sea-floor spreading continental drift and plate
tectonics
`,"re know that you
enjoy using CEEP
nhol_lies in your classroom Read on and be
reParir-Jd to experience a renewed entnusiasm for
eacn..-g as vou learn more abou the :iying earth
n,s
CEEP modul.-s

About CEEP Modules ...
two boc.;klets a

Tealher s G

e and a Student Investigation Tee
oontans all tne information
s
and jiAstraions in the Student IniestIgation
5ectio-5 bunted in color ,ntended only for tne
teacher as ire as answers to the questions teat
are .--tiJded in the StJcient Investigation
h some n;oduies :here are illustrations that
appear_oniv in,ne Teacher s Guide anc teese are
designa-Vid or figure letters instead of the number
se-;
:n the Student investigation
For soe modules neaps rulers and other
-,onmon classroom materials are needed and in

,antlt.e.s according to the method of
Ser'.Latlan Read over the module before

scheduiing :s use in class and refer to tneflist of
,,i..-_rEPIALS in the module

rain module is individual and self-contained in
meet but some are dpvided into two or more
rartc. f `jr r_,--,h,,,ehenc4 The recommended length
t
',Jr eacn rnogule, is indicated Some modules
brereduisitc_- knowledge of some aspects
of basic' earth scer-Ice this n'Dted it the
Teacner s Gu de

1

The material seas prepared with the
support of.National Science FDundation
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Locating Active Plate Boundaries
By Eatthquake Data
.10

INTRODUCTION
This module is"designed so that students can
apply earitiquake location data to find plate
boundaries. In some respects this is a discovery
activity because the students do not know how
many plates there are until they rrtari<the
boundaries.

.

Why do some places on the earth have more

Many geologists believe they know why earthquakes occur more often iri California than
in Texas. They think the earth's crust isildivided .
into huge plates These plates fit together like
a huge 41g-saw puzzle. Information from
seismograph records shoW's that most earthquakes
occur along the edges of plates

earthquakes-than others? To find out where earth-r\
quakes occur, geologists use a special Machine
called a seismograph (an instrument Alch
records earthquake vibrations). Seismographs
help geologists.decide.if the earthquake occurred
in China or,Alaska or California or Missouri,
It JS known that earthquakes occur more often
in some places than others.

PREREQUISITE STUDENT BACKGROUND
Tht students will need to be familiar with the
following words: earthquake, plate tectonics,
trench and ridge.

OBJECTIVES
After you have completed this activity, you
should be able to*.
1. Mark the edges of plate boundaries using
earthquake data

_

2. Identify the kind of pattern that earthquake
zones show on the earth's surface
,
3: Expldm why earthquakes occur more frequently in some places than others.

MATERIALS,
Scissorsone pair for each student
Glueone bottle for each group of students
Colored pencilsa Set fbr each group of students
String (optionalsee EXTENSION)
Map, The Political World. and snap, The
PhysiCal World, National Geographic-Society,
Educational Services, Department 79,
Washington, D.C.i20036one at each map per
class

sa

BACKGROUND INFORM,6TION

4

Wily do gome,ereas have more earthquakes than
others? According to the theory of plate tectonics,
the earth's crust is divided into rigid plates of
rock. The boundaries of these-plates are
ccimmonty associated with '51eoicigical activity,
suctias earthquakes, volcanism, and mountainbbilding, Plate boundaries are also associated
with ocean -trenches and ridges, island arcs,
and subsurface gravity anomalies. Figure A shows
the major plate-boundaries. The exact.locatIoni.
of certain plate boundaries arejhe subject
of debate.

.IA
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Locating Active Plate Boundaries
By Eatthquake Data
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INTRODUCTION
Many geologists believe they know why earthquakes occur more often in California than
in Texas. They think the earth's crust ia,,divided
into huge plates. These plates fit together like
a huge .11g-saw puzzle. Information from
seismograph records show's that most earthquakes
occur along the edges of plates.

This mo ule is"designed so that students can
apply ea quake location data to find plate
boundaries. In some respects this is a discovery
activity because the students do pot know how
many plates_there are until they ntarl<the
boundaries.
Why do some places on the earth have more

earthquakethan others? To find out where earth-r\
quakes occur, geologists ,use a,special Machine
called a seismograph (an instrument Mich
records earthquake vibrations). Seismographs
help geologists.decide if the earthquake occurred
in China or,Alaska or California or Missouri..
It is known that earthquakes occur more often
in some places than others.
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PREREQUISITE STUDENT BACKGROUND
Th6 students will need to be familiar with the
following words: earthquake, plate tectonics,
trench and ridge.

OBJECTIVES
After you have completed this activity, ybu
shciuld be able to.
1. Mark the edges of plate boundaries using

2. Identify the kind of pattern that earthquake
zones show on the earth's surface
3'.'" Explain why earthquakes occur more frequently in some places than others

earthquake data.

MATERIALS,

Scissorone pair for each student
Glueone bottle for each group of students
each group of students
Colored pencilsa g'et
String (optionalsee EXTENSION)
Map, The Political World. and 4nap, The
Physical World, National Geographic-Society,
Educational Services, Department 79,
Washington, D.C.,20036one at each map per:.
class

BACKGROUND INFORM&ION
Why do some areas have more earthquakes than
others? According to the theory of plate tectonics,
the earth's crust is divided into rigid plates of
rock. The boundaries of these'plates are
commonly associated with leoidgical activity,
suchas earthquakes, volcanism, and mountainMinding. Plate boundaries are also associated
with ocean .trenches and ridges, island arcs,
and subsurface gravity anomalies. Figure A shows

the major platetoundaries. The exact.locationy
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of certain plate boundaries are.,;the subject
of debate.
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SUGGESTED APPROACH
A pre activity class dis ,cussion (about 10

minutes) should (tclude a brief introduction to
the concept of plates. Students also should be
familiar with the definitions of crust, trench,
ridge, end earthquake. Briefly discuss the
questiOns posed by the activity and the
INTRODUCTION.

In a post-activity discussion, encourage the class
to reach a consensus on the booydary locations
by making use of The PhysicalWorld map.
Stress the fact that not all geologists agree on
the exact locations of some boundaries, Some.
students may have difficulty, extrapolating boundaries where there are no earthquakes.

Figure A. Map shoWing proposed plate boundaries.

PROCEDURE m=Aggolzfft=mm"
In this activity, the student will locate the
boundaries of plates by relating them to thec
worldwide distribution of earthquakes.
Key word: seismograph
Time required: two to three 45-minute class
periods, depending on whether the students color
their maps.
Materials, sci4,sors, glue, colored. pencils, string
(optional), map, The Political World, and map,
The Physical World.
1. Pive worksheets, labeled Panels 1-5, are
located in the back of this module Cut out all the
panels carefully and place them on the table
in front of you, in order, with Panel 1 on your left
and Panel 2 to the right of it, etc.
If your students will not be doing the EXTENSION,
direct them to skip Step 2. (However, see remarks
under Step 7.)

2. Glue each panel onto a piece of heavy
construction paper. and cut out the construction
paper along the edge of each panel
2

3. Glue the panels to each other as shown in
Figure 1 This will form a long strip map.
Be sure th0 you glue Panel 1 to Panel 2 and Panel
2 to Panel 3, etc

Figure 1 Diagram shows how to glue Pena 1-5

together.

r
.4

A strip map should be constructed prior`to class
for display so the students may look at it if they
are unsure of its construction,
'After the students have constructed their strip
mapp, you may want to instruct them to color
the continents with colored pencili before
going on to the next activity. Display a world map
so the students can write the names of the
continents on their strip maps.
The strip map which you have constructed shows
all the continents of the world. You can also
see thousands of dots'on your map. Each dot
represents where an earthquake has occurred. If
the theory of plate tectonics is correct, most
earthquakes occur at.the edges of plates.

Along their boundaries, two plates are pushing
against each other, pulling away from each
(other, or sliding past each other Geologists also
use the locations of deep, ocean trenches and
high ocean ridges to help locate plate boundaries.
4. Look at your strip map. Are earthquakes
scattered evenly all over the earth? No

5. Which of the diagrams here most cortectly
shows the pattern of earthquake distribution? B

I

k

A Separate groups

'

'B. Lines and curves

6: Draw lines on your strip maplvhere you thin
the plate edges might be, using earthquake
patterns and ridge and trench locations to help
you locate the boundaries. You may want tolook at a map of the ocean floor to locate ridge's .
and trenches. You will have to use 'educated
guesseV3nd some imagination in,icertain places..
You sfrbuld end up with a pg-saw'design that
might look something like Figure 2

C Randorh spacing

7. How many plates did you outline?
At least 10. If your students have difficulty
counting the plates cilrect them to do the
EXTENSION. Then the count may be easier.
8. Did everyone in. the class want to put'the plate
edges in exactly the same places? No
i Why or why not?
Students-oftentey they could not agree because
they did not have sufficient number of earthquake
locations. They feel they do not have enough
information to make all the decisions they would
like to make. For example, slame students want
to make a North American P to and a South
American Plate; however, on the map the
evidence for this is weak.

Figur 2."Schematic drawing of some plate
bound dries.

3

SUMMARY QUESTIONS
1.

It was difficult to mark certain plate boundaries

because

there.were not enough earthquake locations
to clearly identify a plate boundary.
2. Earthquake zones are: 1) separate groups,

2) lines and curves, or 3) evenly spaced. 2
3. Explain why youthink earthquakes cGiir
along plate boundaries.
Plate boundaries are places where plates' are
being pushed together, forced apart, or sliding
past each other. This action producedp earthquakes
in the areas of compression and tensipn.

EXTENSION
Complete a twenty-sided globe using your strip
map Glue all tabs on each panel to the panel
next to it ,Then attach the tabs on Panel 1 to
Panel 5

Compare your globe to a spherical globe in your
School.

The students may have a difficult time putting
their globes together. A globe shOuld be constructed before class so that students may look
at it if they are unsure of its construction. As
the students are putting their, globes .together, you
may want 4o have them attach 'a string to the
top of their globes to hang for display.

revolution called plate,:
Alexander, T., 19Z~
tectonics has giv n-us a whole new earth.
Smithsonian, v. 5, no. 10 (Jam), p ,30-39.
Alexander, T., 1975, Plate tectonics has a lot
to tell us about the present and future earth.
Smithsonian, v 5, no. 11 (Feb.), p. 38-47.
Dewey, J.F., 1972, Plate tectonics: Scientific
American, v 226, no. 5 (May), p. 56-72 (also
included in Wilson, J:T , ed., 1976, Continents
adrift and continents aground. San Francisco,
W.H. Freeman and Co., p 34-45).
Schiller, R., 1971, The continents are adrift.
Reader's Digest, v. 98, no. 588 (Apr.),
p. 101-106:
Wyllie, P.J., 1976, The dynamic earth. New York,
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 416 p.
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Class. CI ASS PACK
Periods Catalog No.

Module

tit Sea-flotailystery: Mapping

CEEP Modules are-listed here iirralphabetical
order Each MOdUle d designed-for, use,in
the number of class periods indicated. For
suggested sequences of CEEP Modules to
cover.spec-Iffc topics and for correlation .
of CEEP'Modules to standard earth science
tetbobiss, consult Ward's descript+ve
literature on CEEP The Catalog Numbers
showri here refer to the CLASS PACK
of each Module cbnsistiag of a Teacher's,
Guide and'30 copies of the Student
Investigation See.Ward's deseriptiye
literature fbr alternate4 order.quantities
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3

Polarity Re4ersals
Continents And Ocean Basins:
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Crustal Movement: A Major Force
In Evolution
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1
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3
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2
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3
2

34 W 1209
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2
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Waste

Drifting Continents And Magnetic.
Fields

. Drifting Continents.And Wandering
Poles

. Earthquakes And Plate
BOundaries

.

410°

.

Fossils As Clues To Ancient
Continents
Hot Spots In The Earth's Crust
How Do Continents Split Apart ?.
How Do Scierftists Decide Which Is
The Better Theory?
Ho Does Heat Flow Vary In The
eap Floor?
How Fast Is The Ocean Floor 1114,
Moving?
Iceland: The Case Of The Splitting
Personality
Imaginary, Continents: A Geological

^
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Puzzle

Introduction To Lithospheric
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Plate Boundaries
Lithospheric Plates And Ocean
Basin Topography
Locating Active Plate Boundaries
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Measuring Continental Drift: The
Laser Ranging Experiment
Microfossils, Sediments And
Sea-floor Spreading
Movement Of The Pacific Ocean
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- s, Plate Boundaries And Earthquake
Predictions
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Floor
Quake Estate (board game)
Spreading Sea Floors And Fractured

1-2
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2
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2
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4
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2
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The Rise And Fall Of The Bering
Land Bridge
Tropics In Antarctica?
Voldanoes: Where And Why?
What Happens When Continents
Collide?
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Plate'Doundaries
.1)y Earthquake Data
he

INTRODUCTION
r .Why do some places on the earth have more
earthquakes than others? To find out where earthquakes occur, geologists use a speCtai machine
called a seismograph (an instrument which
records earthquake vibratiops). Seismographs
help geologists decide if the earthquake occurred
in China or Alaska or California or Missouri.
It is known that earthquakes occur more often
in some places than others.

OBJECTIVES
After you have completed this activity, you
sh6uld be able to:
1. Mark the edges of plate*boundaries using
earthquake late.

Many geologists believe they know why earthquakes occur more often in California than
in Texas. They think the earth's crust is divided
into huge plates. These plates fit together.like
a huge jig-saw puzzle Information-from
seismograph records shows that most earthquakes
occut along the edges of plates.
A

2. Identify the kind of pattern that earthquake
zones show on the earth's surface.
3. Explain why earthquakes occur more frequently in some places than others.
As-

PROCEDURE

=

Materials: scissors, glue, colored. pencils, suing
(optional); map, The Political World, and map,
The Physical World.
1. Five worksheets, labeled Panels 1-5, are
located in the back of this module. Cut out all the
panels carefully and place them on the fable
in front of you, in order, with Panel 1 on your left
and Panel 2 to the right of it, etc.

09

2. Glue each panel onto 4 piece of heavy
construction paper and cut out the construction
paper along the side of each panel
3. Glue the panps to each other as shown in
F.igure 1. This will form a long strip map.
Be sure that you glue Panel 1 to Panel 2 and Panel
2 to Pan& 3, etc

CopynOht 1979 by Southeast Missouri State University

Figure 1

Diagram shows how to glue Panels 1-5

together/
The strip map which you have constructed shows
all the continents of the world. You can also
see thousands of dots on your map. Each dot
represents where an earthquake has occurred If
the theory of plate tectonics is correct, most
earthquakes occur at the edges of plates.
Along their boundaries, two plates are pushing
against each other, "ling away from eaeh
other, or sliding past each other. Geologists also
use the locations of deep ocean trenches aria
high ocean ridges to help locate plate boundaries.
1

4. Look at your strip map. Are earthquakes

zscattered'evenly all °vvr the earth?
5. Which of the diagrams here most correctly
shows the pattern of earthquake distribution?

I

A Separate groups

B Lines and curves

6. Draw lines.on your strip map where you think
the plate edges might be, using earthquake
patterns and ridge and trench locations to help
you locate the boundaries. You may want to
look at a map of the ocean floor to locate ridges
and trenches You will have to use educated
guesses and some imagination in certain places.
You should end up with a jig-saw design that
might look something like Figure 2.

2. Schematic drawing of some plate

/Figure
bovdaries.

7. How many plates did you outline?

C. Random spacing

SUMMARY QUESTIONS
1.

It was difficult to mark certain plate boundaries

because

2. Earthquake zones are 1) separate groups,
2) lines and' curves, or 3), evenly spaced
3. Explain why you think earthquakes occur
along plate boundaries

its

EXTENSION
Complete a ty > my -sided globe using your strip
map Glue all tabs on each panel to the panel
next to it. Then attach the tabs on Panel 1 to
Ranel 5.

Compare your globe to a spherical globe in your
school.

8. Did everyone in the class want to put the plate
edges in exactlyithe same places?
Why or why not?
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Alexander, T., 1975, A revolution called plate
tectonics has given us a whole neW earth.
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